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Paul Murray’s Bearcat 1/5 scale

From Paul Murray of the 
Charlottetown Radio Control 

flying Club: Current build 
underway 1/4 scale F8F 

Bearcat. Electric powered 
with 12 cell Hacker 80-10 

and 160 amp speed control. 
Beautiful looking plane cant 

wait to see it fly.

Photos by Paul Murray

Well this is probably 
the largest electric 
motor I have ever 

owned. Just picked up 
this Hacker A80-10 for 
the next Bearcat 1/5 
scale. Pretty much 

30cc equivalent runs 
on 12s 5000mah. The 
motor case is larger 

than a med Tim’s 
coffee… will be using 

a Castle 160amp 
speed controller.
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Kent RC Association April 9th
From Jon Eastman:  Awesome day out 
playing airplanes and helicopters with 
my friends! The weather turned out to 
be fantastic and the winds stayed very 
low. I was able to get 2 more flights on 

my Pitts and I am loving it more and 
more as I get used to it. Amazing flying 
airplane. Also, I was able to test fly my 

new Sig Wonder that Barb built this 
past winter, and thanks for the help 
from Jean-paul Allain . He launched 

this plane with a smile several times for 
me today, and was great help with all 
my changes. Thank you my friend for 
the help! The plane is now sorted out 

and is fast as hell and great fun!! Dad, I 
wish you were here for that time, as we 
had so much fun with them many years 

ago, and you would be so impressed 
with the performance of this plane now. 

So much faster 😁😁😁
I also want to thank Roger Maillet for 
bringing the lights for me to try in my 

workshop. 
There is no doubt at all that Kent RC is 
full of awesome people to be around 

and I am blown away with the constant 
fun, companionship and great help you 

always get at this club!!
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Yarmouth Easter Mall Display - April 16th 

Some bits ‘n Bytes from 
Charlottetown

Photos by Terry Bullerwell
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A double test flight day Jon Eastman

Some bits ‘n Bytes from 
Charlottetown

2 test flights in one week! 
One went awesome,  and the 
other not as good. I will say 
that Hangar 9 is doing some 
great work on their models 
these days.  The Pitts flys 

incredible,  and is very much 
like my smaller beast that I 

have been flying for the last 2 
seasons now. The plane 

tracks awesome,  lands like a 
feather and it is definitely 
very agile. Amazing power 
and the sound is very cool.
The Fokker D7 didn't go as 

well.  The plane was tail 
heavy so it isn't what it will be 

in the future. It has great 
presence in the air and it will 
be a great relaxing flyer. The 
trouble is that I will have to 
add about 2 pounds of nose 
weight to get the CG to move 

just a little. I hate adding 
dead weight to an airplane,  
but in this case I will have to 

do just that.

Photos by Jon Eastman
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Jon Eastman’s Patriot

Some bits ‘n Bytes from 
Charlottetown

I am very glad this project is now 
finished, as it had a few challenges. 

This is a very special airplane 
among my collection. I purchased 
this plane from two great people 
Freddy and Eric while at the Neat 
Fair in New York 4 years ago. The 
event is one of the largest electric 

only fun flys in existence and is held 
in September each year. That event 

has become something very 
important in my life and there isn't a 

day that goes by that I don't think 
about it and all the great people I 

have met there.
While at the event that year, Eric and 

Freddy came and asked me if I 
would test fly this airplane for them. 
I was blown away that those guys 
who are with the club that puts on 

the event would ask me to test it for 
them. There are so many great 

pilots there who could have done 
the exact same thing.  So I decided I 
would give them a hand and go for 

it. I knew this plane would be 
extremely fast as that’s what those 

guys do. Well let me say it definitely 
was and we flew it twice. On the last 
day of the event they offered to sell 

me this plane. I very quickly said 
yes because for me owning 

something like this from such a big 
moment in my life was what I had to 

do.

Photos by Jon Eastman
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Jon Eastman’s Patriot

Some bits ‘n Bytes from 
CharlottetownSo this past winter it 

underwent many changes 
that I had wanted to do.  I 
sanded it down and found 
that covering stuck to the 
remaining primer. I was 

happy with that, as I really 
didn't want to paint it. So now 

its ready for its second 
maiden which will happen 

very soon. 
 This September as long as 

the borders don't close again 
Barb and myself will go back 

to New York for this great 
event and I can't wait to show 

the guys their plane once 
again.
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Jon Eastman’s Mini Pitts

Some bits ‘n Bytes from 
Charlottetown

For those who don't know,  
my friend Jamie from New 
York sent me this plane a 

Pitts S1C as a gift and as well 
with the electronics including 
a motor required to get it in 
the air. This hobby is full of 

great people and great 
generosity and this is a fine 

example. 
This kit from Zekes Park 

Scale Models is a laser cut kit 
and man all the parts fit so 

well, and the balsa chosen for 
the model was very high 

quality. The manual was also 
easy to follow.

I was lucky that I had the 
small batteries for the plane 
and as well the lightweight 

covering required. My father 
and I used to build small 

lightweight parkflyers years 
ago, so I had some material 

leftover. 
Not sure about the wings not 

being covered on the 
bottoms, but its supposed to 
work so we will give it a go. It 

weighs a whopping 3.8 
ounces,  and in the last 2 

pictures you can see it sitting 
on the nose of my larger Pitts 

that weighs 23.5 pounds. 
Huge difference..lol.

Thank you so much for this 
Jamie. I thoroughly enjoyed 
this build. You are a great 
friend,  and I can't wait to 

show it to you in New York at 
the Neat Fair in September. 

Barb and I will be there.

Photos by Jon Eastman
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AVIATES RC CLUB Gilles’s Challenger sailplane

From Gilles Daigle: 
Took a break from the 
renovations to tweak 

my Challenger 
Sailplane. Built from 

scratch, I started from 
blueprints and a 
bunch of balsa 
wood...looking 

forward to the first 
test flight.
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AVIATES RC CLUB Winter activity

Gilles Daigle:   
Worked all day on 

Charles Long’s 
Hanger 9, Ultra Stick. 

Hanger 9 Ultra 
Stick...fitting a 20cc 
gas on a 10cc frame 

requires 
modifications...but 

will get 'er done. Prop 
painted to match, 

rudder, control rods 
in, servos in...next is 

motor install and 
begin checking CG 

balance with fuel tank 
1/2 full...the motor will 

make it nose heavy 
and stuff will have to 
be moved around and 

weight in the tail.

Photos by Gilles Daigle
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South Shore RC Flying April 9th

Photos by Alan Smith
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FMAC Jim Cougle float flying

Dan Pospolita, Terry Munn and I float flying this morning near the fish hatchery at 
Mactaquac, it was our first time this year.  It was also Terry's first time ever flying on 

floats and he did very well with his Apprentice - not one tip over.  Dan's old Ugly 
Stick acted up a bit, but he got it airborne eventually and then treated us to his 

usual picture perfect landings. 
We have some great places to float fly around Fredericton.  MAAC has approved a 

location on the Mactaquac headpond, there are several lakes near by and great 
places to fly along the river.  One is just five minutes from my home right in the city 

limits.  Visitors are always welcome.

Report b y Jim Cougle
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FMAC field preparation

Jim and I went to Durham field today and roped off the runway, at the request of 
management.   I took some pictures to share with you guys. The field looks very 

good. Right now the top couple inches are still soft and full of divots from frost and 
the soil had newly been turned. If we pick off more rocks and roll it with the roller 

on site or a rental, we would have a very good runway. Not rolled, stay home. 
Everything will nose over but large foam planes with tractor tires.

Very little grass survived. We need to reseed.

Report by Dan  Pospolita
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FMAC field work April 30th

FMAC Crew picking up rocks and putting down seeds 
and fertilizer.
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Some bits and bytes from the Zone

From Colin Bell:  
Today Finn had a half day at school and wanted to go flying after class. 
As we enjoyed the sun and warm weather, I had a minute to reflect on 

what he’s accomplished so far by playing with model airplanes. It 
amazes me how smart kids are, and I’m glad he’s enjoying something 

that exploits it. Over the winter, with some guidance, he built this 
airplane using his own hands from a box of wood. He’s learned how to 
interpret blue-prints, mix resin, pre-preg and lay fibreglass, smear and 

sand wood filler, install and remove hardware, plumb a fuel system, and 
solder wires (burn my fingers!!). Through all of this, he gained more 

patience.... I know I did too 😅
I wasn’t sure how much value he placed in the hours of work he'd put in, 

until he let his Papa/Grandfather fly it. He was immediately nervous, 
asked what would happen if he crashed it, and then cautiously allowed 
Papa to try after we told him it would be ok. Anyway… kids are super 

smart if you give them the opportunity to use their brain. It’s a reminder 
of what we can all accomplish if we just use our time and effort 

appropriately. I’m super proud of this guy and hope he maintains an 
interest in this type of thing!
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Some bits and bytes from the Zone

From Chris Melvin of FMAC:  So what started as an experiment with a 3D 
printer turned into this. Challenger is… no place to fly it!

From Carl Layden: Design, modeling and 3d printing on weekend. Still 
lots of detail to add to this 1/8 scale DC3 cockpit. Designed from scratch 

using internet photos as guidline.
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Some bits and bytes from the Zone

From Rodney Selig OF THE South Shore club:  No flying today so I got 
the meridian all set up just waiting on the engine to arrive. Can’t wait to 

make some noise with the rest of you lol

From Jim Lloyd:  Saint JOHN Model Flying Club getting ready for the 
season. Rolling the field and pits after our normal spring ATV attack
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Some bits and bytes from the Zone

From Gilles Daigle:  Did an extra 75 feet on the west end of the 
runway...wet in the middle but managed to go over twice to shred the old 
grass from last year, which was over a foot tall when green. The winter 

flattened it, so now is the time to attack it. Also installed the wind 
ribbons, painted markers and pegged where we need to add fencing to 

be "legal".

Photos by Gilles Daigle
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Some bits and bytes from the Zone

From Colin Bell: Mike Whitelaw 3D printed & painted this pilot figure to 
match the Swiss scheme on my UF.... super happy with it. He's selling 

these in various sizes and colour. Highly recommend!

From Colin Bell: Mike Whitelaw 3D printed & painted this pilot figure to 
match the Swiss scheme on my UF.... super happy with it. He's selling 

these in various sizes and colour. Highly recommend!

And Sandy McInnis has this to say about his hurricane: final paint, i 
think. I should put it all together and see what it looks like....
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Some bits and bytes from the Zone

From Lloyd Whitney:  My Kougar is complete and ready to fly.  I think 
Lloyd has had one or two of these beauties over the years. 
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Some bits and bytes from the Zone

Darrell MacDonald sends us photos of his Spitfire. 



Mighty Small Cars
552 Windmill Road

Dartmouth, NS
902 423-9298

https://www.facebook
.com/Mighty-Small-C
ars-Limited-1519260
711625776/

Owner is Geoff 
Davis.

—————————

Maritime Hobbies 
and Crafts

1521 Grafton St. 
Halifax,

Nova Scotia, B3J 
2B9

902-423-8870 

—————————
—-

EASTERN 
HELICOPTERS
100 Bosse Ave, 

Edmundston N.B 
Canada E3V 4A2

PH: (506)-737-8700 
Fax (506)-737-8701 

Email: 
Info@VarioCanada.c
om

 

Signal Hobbies,
www.signalhobbies.co
m

36 Pearson, St. 
John's, NL A1A 3R1

709-722-7021
—————————

 

Great 
Hobbies.

17 Glen Stewart 
Drive

Stratford, PE.

  Administration 
and store are both 
located at 17 Glen 

Stewart Drive.
      

http://www.greath
obbies.com

902-569-3262
1-800-839-3262
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Some bits and bytes from the Zone

From Dan Pospolita FMAC: The Mustang is finally finished.
Five years ago I started tracing and cutting out parts from the punch out sheets from the 

Top Flite Mustang kit. Started it up today and it sounds very cool. Can't wait to fly it. 
Now to get back to the giant Spitfire.

https://www.facebook.com/Mighty-Small-Cars-Limited-1519260711625776/
https://www.facebook.com/Mighty-Small-Cars-Limited-1519260711625776/
https://www.facebook.com/Mighty-Small-Cars-Limited-1519260711625776/
https://www.facebook.com/Mighty-Small-Cars-Limited-1519260711625776/
mailto:Info@VarioCanada.com
mailto:Info@VarioCanada.com
http://www.signalhobbies.com/
http://www.signalhobbies.com/
http://www.greathobbies.com/
http://www.greathobbies.com/


Hi all,
Well, that was the AGM for this year, we had only 58 people attending the 
live broadcast, and it was run and set up by our Executive Director, Keith 
Morrison, and our President Mike Anderson, member Adam Maas was the 
chat and answer coordinator, job well done by all. If you where listening 
in, you would have noticed that it was a little different than last year, the 
President did an excellent job in his difficult position answering some of 
the questions that was already dealt with beforehand, but some people 
just don’t get it, is it frustrating, for sure, but a person learn to develop 

thick skin after a while.
Has anybody logged in to your MAAC website, and set up your RPAS 

WILCO app on your phone or I-pad, it is a good tool for checking if you 
are in controlled airspace or not, but just a reminder to you all, there is no 
flying above 700 feet unless you have a special authorization. Contact me 

if you need one, and I will do my best to accommodate you as needed, 
just give us another month and we should be having some more concrete 

guidelines to follow. 
Other than that, there is still some clubs that have not followed my advice 

last month, so please check your club site on MAAC website and make 
sure you have the proper documentation in order, any problem, I’m here 
to help you anytime. Now after the AGM is over, I will have more time to 
check on all the flying sites and updating the coordinates to match with 

your pilot station if you haven’t already done so.
The nice weather is just around the corner, so get out there and enjoy 

you hobby, hopefully I will see you around this summer.
Be safe and courteous to all and we will all get along.

Cato.

FROM YOUR ZONE DIRECTOR
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An image from this year’s Top Gun.
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